The Electronic Components Industry In A Snapshot

A global industry experiencing rapid growth due to the increased reliance on electronics in our lives and constant development of technology.

Where We Play

All the Market Segments We Touch

- Medical
- Energy
- Consumer
- Lighting
- IT/Communications
- Makers/Inventors
- Agriculture
- Automotive
- Defense/Military/Aerospace
- Industrial/Automation

The Cool Products We Help Build

IoT, Robotics, Smartphones, Autonomous Cars, Wearables, Drones, Spacecraft/Satellites, NEST

Who Are Our Customers?

Google, United Technologies, TESLA, Raytheon, fitbit, SPACEX, Johnson & Johnson, Apple, Lockheed Martin

How We Give Back

FIRST® Robotics Competition, United Way, Hiring Our Heroes, STEM, American Cancer Society, American Red Cross, Big Brothers & Big Sisters, Boys and Girls Clubs, Habitat for Humanity

- $470+ BILLION in Revenue
- 1,000,000+ People Employed
- 20,000+ Companies
- 28 Fortune 100 Companies We Serve
- Global Facilities
  - 50 States
  - 70+ Countries

ecianow.org